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Book Review
by Richard M. Ebeling
Austrian Economics: An Anthology, edited by
Bettina Bien Greaves (Irvington-on-Hudson,

N.Y.: The Foundation for Economic Education '1996); 166 pages; $14.95.

ust a littl~ over one hundred years ago, ln
1896, the Austrian ec¢nomist Eu.gen von
B~hm-Bawerk ~ublished a 120·page

J

monograph entitled 'l<arlMarx and the Close
ofHb System." 1t offered, up to that time, the
most detailed critical evaluation of Marx's
labor theory of value and his accompanying
theory of the exploitation ofwo:rkars by the
capitalist class.
EBlun-Bawerk showed that the value of
goods is not dE>tived from
tho quantity of labor devoted to their production.
Rather it is becau$e goods

have value to potential

users that it is worth ap·

plying labor for th~it
manufacture. A pencil has

value to a writer so he car~.
scribble words on a page,
and thus labor is valued if it can be utilized

to make the :Q~ncll he desires. Hence, the
vaLue asstgned to the laborer used in a pto·
duction process is a reflection of the value of

the final, finished good his work can help

create. Vahle, ultimately, arises from the
demand-side, not the supply-side, of the

mal:ket.

Stlhm-Baw~rk then reminded his re~d-
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ers that every production process tokes time.
If the period (lf production is of any signifi·
cant length, then those who are undertaking
the manufactu1·e of th~ product must some~
how be able to sustain themselves until the
commodity is ready for sale and, they hope,
eam a purchase from members of the buying

p'Ublic.

If those omployed in making the good

are unwilling or unable to sustain them·
selves until the .Product can be aold, then
someone must advance them the wages that

will enabl~ them to buy various goods and
services they may need or desire. This, B6hm~
Bawe-rk explained, is the role of the capital·
ist. By saving, the capitallst forgoes eon•
sumption or other uses for which he could
have applied his own wealth in the present

and over the period of production. His sav~

··i·.
~'T"'

·r

ings represent the source of the workers'
wages during the production process. What
Marx called the capitalists' "exploitive prof~
its,'' B8hm·Bawerk demonstrated to be, in
fact, the implicit interest payment for perfol'ming an extremely valuable function: pro~
vidin.g the needed savings to pay workeu
during time..consuming, 11 round-about" proc~
esses of production.
With the demise ofcommunism during
the last decade, it is worth remembering that
it w3s Bi:!hm-Bawerk who, a hundred years
ago, hammered a critical nail into the coffin
of Marxism and its theory of th$ capitalist

process.

Eugen von B~hrn-Bawerk was one of
the leading figures of the Austrian school of
economic thought. Founded in t87t by Carl
Menger, the Austrian school bas developed
many of the most insightful analyses of the
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workings of the market eeonomy. It has also
been at the forefront of defending the market
order against advocates of socialist cenual
planning, interventionist regulatory policies,
and the welfaro state.
· Bettina Bien Greaves, of The Foundation for Economic Education, has recently
edited an extremely useful book entitled
Austriart Economics: M Artthology. The first
half of the volume presents an insightful
history of the Austrian school. James Bonar's
''The Austrian Economists and Their Theory
of Value" was originally publi~hed in 1888
and represented tlie first detailed exposition
in English of the idea& of tho Austrians. It is
still a very clear and readable account of the
Austrian version of mar_Binal utility theory,
with its commonsensical fo.r:rnulation of how
individuals a.llocato their scarce resources
among competing uses so as to attain as
many of their ends u their means wUl per-

mit.

Henry S~aser·~ 1893 article, "Economics in Berlin ond Vienna," contrasted the
"antl~econo:rn.i<: theory" ideas ot'the German
Historical School with those of the Austrians. Seager spent a winter semester studying
at the University of Berlin with two of the
German Historical School's leading fig\lres,
Gustav von Schmoller and Adolph Wagner.
He then spent the summer semester at the
University of Vienna with Carl Menger and
B8hm·Bawerk. The detailed descriptions of
Menger's cour!le in political economy and
~<lhm-Bawerk'sseminarineconomytlieory,

AS well as the personal descriptions of the
two of them as teachers, are alone worth the
price of the book.
Following these are thra~ pieces by
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Ludwig von Mises explaining the ideas of
the Austrians, including h1s 1969 mono·
graph, "The Historical Setting of the
Austrian School of Economics." ana a previ·
ously unpublished 1962 lecture on the

"Au$trlan School of Economics...
The second half of the anthology is

devoted to "Epistemology." The Austrians
have differed considerably from much of
20th·century mainstrea~ economic& in their

view of how one studie$ $¢¢ial and eco·
nomic processes. Under the influence of the

philosophy of positivism, much of the eco·
nomics profession has taken the view that
for any social discipline to be really "scien·
tific/' it must reduce all elem.$nt$ of its

y

'

subject matter to the measurable and the
quantifiable. Mathematical fonna.li!atlon and
statistical modeling have been considered
the basic toob for doing "serious" theoretical or applied economics.
Tlie Austrians have always taken a fundamentally different view. Rather than assuming that a particular tool or meth.>d was

the 11 Cotrect" one and then making the subject matter conform to it, the Austrians take

the view that one should first try to understand the nature of the subject matter and
then devise tools or methods consistent with
it.

In the case of acon.omiC$ and the social
sciences in general, the Austrians ugue that
the essential qualities of man as chooser,
doer, actor, and eteator cannot not be fully
captured by looking merely at the quantitative results and residues of human activity.
Instead, the AustrialU emphasize the pur·
poseful, or 1ntentionalt$t, &l~ment behind
all economic happenings. If the economic
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theorist or prach tioner is to really get at what
is goi'ng on in the social wo:r:ld-and whyhe has to get behind the merely visible quantitative aspects of market phenollle:o.a. H"
has to comprehend and \.J.kl<fiJ).'$tand tho subjective meanings of the human actors, because it is these subjective meanings that

determine what ends men choose to pursue,
which of the various things of the world are

selected as means of various types for attaining tho5e ends. and which then shape the
individual plans of action that c:otn& together in the market and generate the competitive process.
It is this theme, 1n its various asEects,
that makes up the articles in the seconC!. part
of the book. They include Bohm-Bawerk's
essay, "The Austrian Economists," and three
pieces by Ludwig von Mises on the Austrian
theory of subjective value and the subjective

.naturl' and implicaUons of human action.
Together, the ~ssay.5 ln this volume
offer a handy and extremely usefulintroduc·
tton to the history, idee.9, ars.d contributors of
the Austrian school of economics. Bettina
Bien Greaves has done her editing job well,
and she is to be commended for providing
such a convenient guide to th~ essential
contributions by one of the most original
groups of economi$lS ofth$last 125 years. •
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